
 
Before shipping we prime the silicone pipe with the drop of olive oil for easy sliding inside aluminum body. If you find that it 
slides with heavy friction swirl a drop of olive oil on the inside aluminum rim for smooth sliding. Watch our WEEDGETS 
YouTube channel for visuals.  
 
Pipe Construction 
 
The MAZE pipe consists of 4 components: hard anodized aircraft grade aluminum body, food grade silicone pipe body, replaceable 
food grade silicone mouthpiece filter adapter and replaceable stainless steel bowl.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How it works 
 
Place well grounded herb in the steel bowl (warning: never smoke without steel bowl). Once lit the smoke travels from steel bowl 
into the maze created between silicone ridges and aluminum body through small hole. Smoke travels 12 inches through the maze 
cooling off in the process and leaving most of resin and tar on the silicone surface preventing it getting into your lungs. If you 
choose to use an additional charcoal filter it will block more tar and make the smoke even smoother. We also recommend keeping 
the pipe in refrigerator (not freezer) for unreal chilled inhales. 
 
Care  
 
Your MAZE Pipe will require cleaning at times. When you see deposited tar & resin on the silicone pipe body between ridges, its 
time to clean it, which is super simple:   
 
1. Separate all components by pulling them apart  
2. Put all pipe components into any container and fill it with isopropyl alcohol so it covers all components. 
Let it sit for few hours or overnight. Rinse it under running warm water to remove remaining dirt. Remove leftover dirt with paper 
towel.  
3. Put a tiny drop of olive oil on the aluminum inside rim before assembling it together. Olive oil is important to reduce friction 
when inserting silicone pipe body into aluminum body.  Please watch MAZE Pipe instructional cleaning video on our website at 
weedgets.com or on our YouTube “WEEDGETS” channel  
 
Troubleshooting 
 
If you feel you are not getting a draw when pulling on the pipe there are three areas to check. 
 
a) First check on the disposable charcoal filter (if using), if you cannot pull air through it alone discard and use the new one. 
b) Check on stainless steel bowl, if it’s dirty you may loose the draw, wash or replace the stainless steel bowl  
c) Pull the mouthpiece apart and check on steel screen inside the mouthpiece as it may be dirty. Place the mouthpiece in the jar 
with isopropyl alcohol to clean mouth tips overnight. We suggest having few extra mouthpieces on hand. You can order SMALL 
size adapters from our website at weedgets.com. SMALL size mouthpiece adapters fit perfectly with MAZE pipe.   
d) Keep your pipe clean and it will do its job protecting your lungs from unwanted hazardous materials and It will keep your smoke 
cool and clean.  
 
Additional Charcoals Filters 
 
We do not make the charcoal filters ourselves but we evaluated many of them made by other companies. None of them are 
perfect but few do a better job than others. We recommend 9mm ActiTube activated charcoal filter found on AMAZON.  
 

Additional information’s can be found on our website at Weedgets.com 
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